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A mathematical model is developed to simulate the discharge of a LiFePO4 cathode. This model contains three size scales, which
match with experimental observations present in the literature on the multiscale nature of LiFePO4 material. A shrinking core is
used on the smallest scale to represent the phase transition of LiFePO4 during discharge. The model is then validated against
existing experimental data and this validated model is then used to investigate parameters that influence active material utilization.
Specifically, the size and composition of agglomerates of LiFePO4 crystals is discussed, and we investigate and quantify the
relative effects that the ionic and electronic conductivities within the oxide have on oxide utilization. We find that agglomerates of
crystals can be tolerated under low discharge rates. The role of the electrolyte in limiting cathodic discharge is also discussed,
and we show that electrolyte transport does limit performance at high discharge rates, confirming the conclusions of recent
literature.
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0013-4651/2010/1577/A830/11/$28.00 © The Electrochemical SocietyLiFePO4 has recently been gathering considerable attention as a
cathodic material for use in Li-ion cells. Padhi et al.1 first showed
LiFePO4 as a viable candidate for reversible lithiation/delithiation
and the material has since become the focus of considerable re-
search, to the point where secondary LiFePO4 cells are now re-
garded as commercially viable. The high theoretical capacity 170
mAh/g, thermal stability, and low environmental impact of
LiFePO4 cells1,2 offer many potential advantages when compared
with existing technologies.
However, in practice, it has proven difficult to extract close to
the theoretical capacity from the material, especially at high dis-
charge rates DRs. Padhi et al.,1 for example, achieved only 70%
of theoretical capacity with a very low DR of 2.0 mA/g. The
performance of the material is hampered by poor electronic
conductivity3 10−7 S/m coupled with poor ionic conductivity4
10−9 S/m. Improving the performance of a LiFePO4 cell re-
quires addressing both these transport limitations. Traditionally,
work has focused on two methods designed to mitigate the effect of
the materials poor electronic conductivity, with excellent results.
The first of these is based on the controversial work of Chung
et al.3 that involves doping the material with supervalent cations.
Chung et al.3 claim that this improves the electronic conductivity of
the material by 8 orders of magnitude. Some authors have ques-
tioned the results of this work, proposing that a conductive network
forms as a result of the milling process.5,6 Theoretical calculations
also seem to indicate that the supervalent doping of LiFePO4 ap-
pears energetically unlikely,7 although recent work by Wagemaker et
al.8 seems to show that supervalent doping can occur in the LiFePO4
lattice.
The second approach involves introducing carbon at some stage
of the manufacturing process to increase the overall electronic con-
ductivity of the cell. Many different synthesis methods use this pro-
cess to produce a well-connected, electronically conductive network
throughout the cathode, which enhances electronic transport. Low
cost, efficient synthesis methods are a present research topic, and
almost all synthesis methods modify the morphology of LiFePO4 to
produce material with varying crystal size and carbon
content/coating.9 As such, it can be difficult to directly ascertain
which parameters are affecting utilization.
Gaberscek et al.4 compared the experimental results from nine
different research groups with varying synthesis methods and con-
cluded that the reduction of crystal size caused by the synthesis
method and/or the addition of carbon and subsequent reduction in
diffusion length for Li+ within the oxide is the main cause of the
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port caused by a well-connected conductive network, as was previ-
ously thought. This is due to the electronic conductivity being 2
orders of magnitude greater than the ionic conductivity contrary to
many other lithium-based materials.
Mathematical modeling of a LiFePO4 cathode requires a model
of the phase transition that occurs between FePO4 and LiFePO4
during charge/discharge. The majority of the literature uses a version
of the shrinking-core model presented by Padhi et al.1 and first mod-
eled mathematically by Srinivasan and Newman.10 Srinivasan and
Newman10 use this shrinking core in a cathodic model coupled with
two crystal sizes and extensive fitting based on experimental data to
generate excellent results. Other modeling work includes that by
authors such as Zhang and White,11 Wang et al.,12 and Kasavajjula
et al.,13 who all use a modified shrinking core in a cathodic model.
Work by authors such as Laffont et al.,14 Chen et al.,15 and Allen et
al.,16 however, has shown that a shrinking-core model is not an
accurate representation of the phase-change process.
Recent work by Singh et al.17 uses a more general model to
describe the LiFePO4 phase transition, which can be applied to any
intercalation compound. They are able to generate a range of behav-
iors that a simple shrinking-core model cannot display, although the
authors do not use this model in a full cathode simulation. Singh et
al.17 qualitatively show that performance can be considered to be
surface-reaction-limited. This matches well with the work of Kang
and Ceder,18 who show that LiFePO4 can be used in a
supercapacitor-like device at rates as high as 400C, given improved
surface absorption and transfer although this work has recently
been criticized by Zaghib et al.19.
In this work, we are interested in quantitatively investigating the
effect that cathode structure has on active material utilization during
discharge. Our aim is to identify the key parameters across all ob-
served size scales within a LiFePO4 cathode that determine active
material utilization, with a view to understanding the complex inter-
play between crystal sizing, agglomeration, carbon coating, and
solid phase ionic and electronic conductivity. In an initial attempt to
achieve this, we propose a mathematical model in which the
shrinking-core model of Srinivasan and Newman10 is embedded in a
multiscale framework based on that developed by Farrell et al.20 for
alkaline cells. We adopt an isotropic shrinking core at the smallest
size scale of this model because we believe that such a model is
sophisticated enough to capture the essential phase-change behavior
of LiFePO4, yet simple enough to allow for computational tractabil-
ity in a multiscale framework. In the future, a more accurate phase-
change model like that of Singh et al.17 will be incorporated into the
model framework developed here.
As noted earlier, our intention here is to concentrate on investi-
gating the effect of multiscale structures on material utilization. This
approach is particularly suited to LiFePO as the material seems to4
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discharge of a LiFePO4 cell. It has been shown experimentally that
LiFePO4 can be made porous by using appropriate synthesis
methods21 or more often that secondary particles form from agglom-
erates of smaller crystals. One of the effects of introducing carbon
during the synthesis process is to reduce the formation of
agglomerates.22 In early work without careful morphology control,
considerable crystal agglomeration occurs,23 and even in more re-
cent materials, agglomerated particles are often still present,24-30 al-
though the sizes of agglomerates in these later materials are reduced
from that of early materials. In this work, we assume that agglom-
erates of crystals form to yield porous particles that are coated in
carbon. This morphology is observed in the experimental literature,
for example, Fig. 8 in Myung et al.24 and Fig. 5 in Maccario et al.29
show carbon appearing on the outside of small agglomerations of
crystals.
The nonporous crystals of active material represent the first size
scale observed in LiFePO4 cathodes, whereas the porous agglomer-
ates represent the second size scale. The third size scale is the cath-
ode itself, which consists of graphite, binder, and a porous agglom-
eration of the porous LiFePO4 particles described above. In this
paper, we develop a multiscale mathematical model that accounts
for these observed size scales within a LiFePO4 cathode. We then
discuss the numerical solution of this model and validate the solu-
tion against existing experimental curves given by Srinivasan and
Newman.10 This validated multiscale model then allows us to inves-
tigate key parameters on both the particle and cathodic scales that
significantly affect material utilization. On the particle scale, we
recommend appropriate crystal and particle sizes, given different
carbon coating and doping schemes, whereas on the cathodic scale,
we investigate electrolytic limitations and discuss optimum values
for cathode thickness.
Model Development
We follow the conventions of Farrell et al.20 and designate the
three size scales described above as crystal, particle, and cathodic. A
schematic diagram of each scale is given in Fig. 1. The crystal scale
is formed from a single indivisible crystal of material, assumed to be
spherical and radially symmetric. The electrochemical reaction oc-
curs at the surface of this crystal and the phase transition on this
scale from FePO4 to LiFePO4 follows the shrinking-core model of
Srinivasan and Newman.10 We set the diffusion coefficient of Li+ in
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Figure 1. Schematic of the three size scales in the model: a Crystal, b
particle, and c cathode.Downloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to ELiFePO4 to be constant. In fact, DLi is anisotropic and dependent on
concentration;31,32 however, the assumption that DLi is constant is
reasonable given that there is not a large concentration variation in
the outer layer of the shrinking core. We also assume that the phase
transition that occurs in LiFePO4 is discrete i.e., there is no inter-
mediate or “mushy”33 phase between the regions of high and low
concentration and that there is no volume or density change during
this process in reality, there is a 6.81% increase and a 2.59% de-
crease in volume and density, respectively, during discharge1.
The particle scale consists of a spherically symmetric, porous
agglomeration of equally sized crystals, surrounded by a well-
connected, electronically conductive network carbon. The pores of
this particle are assumed to be fully saturated with a well-stirred,
binary electrolyte composed of LiPF6 salt which we assume disas-
sociates into Li+ and PF6
− in an organic solvent. Due to a lack of
complete transport parameters for any one solvent, we use param-
eters for several different organic solvents, namely, ethylene carbon-
ate EC, ethyl methyl carbonate EMC, propylene carbonate PC,
and diethyl carbonate DEC. Furthermore, we assume that the so-
lution is electrically neutral, and we neglect any double-layer ef-
fects. In addition, we assume that the electronic conductivity of the
LiFePO4 material is constant.
Similarly, we assume the cathodic scale is planar, and made up of
porous agglomerates of particles, connected by carbon and with
some volume of inert binder present. The pores are flooded with
electrolyte and we assume that the inner boundary of the cathode
x = xi is in contact with a reservoir of excess electrolyte solution
and the outer boundary x = xo is in electronic contact with a cur-
rent collector.
Crystal scale.— On this scale, the transition from FePO4
charged to LiFePO4 discharged occurs. The overall charge-
transfer reaction is given by10
FePO4 + Li+ + e− 
charge
discharge
LiFePO4 1
Equation 1, however, does not describe the transient behavior of the
material. Following Srinivasan and Newman,10 the discharge
mechanism begins with a crystal fully composed of FePO4. The
initial intercalation of lithium converts the entire crystal to a homo-
geneous lithium-deficient state LiyFePO4 where y  1. Given the
continued insertion of lithium, a highly lithiated shell Li1−xFePO4
where x  1 then forms around a lithium-deficient core. The con-
tinued intercalation of lithium then causes the shell to consume the
core, converting the entire crystal to Li1−xFePO4. Finally, the highly
lithiated material continues to accept lithium until the transition to
fully lithiated material LiFePO4 occurs. Only the highly lithiated
shell Li1−xFePO4 is assumed to act like an intercalation electrode,
in that it can freely accept lithium.
As such, we consider a spherical crystal of material with radial
coordinates r m 0  r  ro, as shown in Fig. 1. Like Srinivasan
and Newman,10 we neglect the initial and rapid transition of
single-phase FePO4 to single-phase LiyFePO4 y  1. Thus, the
model begins discharge with the LiyFePO4/Li1−xFePO4 phase inter-
face close to the outer radius of the crystal. This gives the initial
condition IC on the interface as10
rit = ri
0 at t = 0 2
where rit m is the position of the phase interface between
Li1−xFePO4 and LiyFePO4, and ri
0 m is the initial position of the
interface. This implies that, initially, we have a thin shell of highly
lithiated material in the crystal. The concentration of lithium present
in the lithium-deficient core LiyFePO4 is denoted as C0 mol/m3,
the concentration at which the transition to highly lithiated material
Li1−xFePO4 occurs is Ceq mol/m3, and Cmax mol/m3 is the
concentration of lithium in fully lithiated LiFePO4. These concen-
trations are assumed to be constant. We solve for the concentration
of lithium in the shell C r,t mol/m3 where the transport ofs
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spherical coordinates. Hence Cs is given by10
 Cs
 t
= DLi2Cs ri  r  ro 3
where DLi m2/s is the diffusion coefficient of lithium in
Li1−xFePO4 and t s is time. The input of lithium occurs at the
surface of the crystal, which gives the boundary condition BC10
DLi  Cs =
in
F
rˆ at r = ro 4
where F C/mol is Faraday’s constant, rˆ is a unit vector normal to
the crystal surface, and in A/m2 is the transfer current density due
to the electrochemical reaction at the surface. This reaction current
couples the crystal and particle size scales and is given in the Par-
ticle Scale section. Initially, we set the concentration in the highly
lithiated shell as Ceq, namely10
Cs = Ceq at t = 0 ri  r  ro 5
The concentration at the interface is fixed, giving the Dirichlet
condition10
Cs = Ceq at r = rit 6
and a standard Stefan condition33 is derived from a mass balance at
the interface to give10
dri
dt
=
DLi
C0 − Ceq
 Cs · rˆ at r = rit 7
If the phase interface reaches the center of the crystal ri = 0, then
the entire crystal is composed of Li1−xFePO4. At this stage the BC
changes to a no-flux condition given by10
DLi  Cs = 0 at r = ri = 0 8
and lithium diffuses homogeneously through the crystal. When solv-
ing these equations either by themselves or embedded in the full
multiscale model, care must be taken as the system is quite ill-
conditioned. To facilitate the numerical solutions on this scale, we
follow Srinivasan and Newman10 and nondimensionalize the system
using
Cs

=
Cs
Cmax
r =
r
ro
and then apply a Landau transformation to fix the boundaries of the
problem, namely
s =
r − ri

1 − ri

0  s  1
where ri
 is the value of r at r = ri. Applying this transform modi-
fies the model equation so that it is no longer in conservative form.
This is undesirable when solving the model equations with the finite
volume method34 FVM, as we do in the Numerics section. To
remedy this, we depart from Srinivasan and Newman10 and use the
identities given in Illingworth and Golosnoy35 to transform the
equation into conservative form. In terms of our notation, these
identities are

 t
Cs
1 − ri
s1 − ri
 + ri
2

 Cs

 t
1 − ri
s1 − ri
 + ri
2 +
dri
dt
Cs
s1 − ri
 + ri

21 − ri
1 − s − s1 − ri
 + ri
 9
andDownloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to E
 s
Cs
ss1 − ri
 + ri
2

 Cs

 s
ss1 − ri
 + ri
2 + Cs
s1 − ri
 + ri

s1 − ri
 + ri
 + 2s1 − ri
 10
By applying Eq. 9 and 10 to the nonconservative, nondimensional
form of Eq. 3, we obtain the nondimensional lithium distribution
Cs
s,t, in conservative form, across a fixed domain 0  s  1,
namely

 t
Cs
1 − ri
s1 − ri
 + ri
2
=

 s
	s1 − ri + ri2
dridt Cs1 − s + p11 − ri  Cs s 
11
The BCs defined over the fixed domain s 0  s  1 in nondimen-
sional form are then
Cs

= p3 at t = 0 12
Cs

= p3 at s = 0 13
 Cs

 s
= − 1 − ri
p4 at s = 1 14
The condition on the interface in nondimensional form becomes
dri
dt
=
p5
1 − ri

 Cs

 s
at s = 0 15
with the IC as
ri

= p2 at t = 0 16
Again, when the crystal is fully used i.e., ri
t = 0, Eq. 13 is
replaced by
 Cs

 s
= 0 at s = 0 17
The nondimensional parameters listed above are given by
p1 =
DLi
ro
2 p2 =
ri
0
ro
p3 =
Ceq
Cmax
p4 =
inro
DLiFCmax
p5 =
DLiCmax
ro
2C0 − Ceq
18
We note nondimensionalization is only applied to the crystal scale
problem. The equations that follow for the particle and cathode
scales are dimensional.
Particle scale.— We now consider a porous, spherical agglom-
eration of crystals with radial coordinate R m 0  R  Ro, as
shown in Fig. 1. We begin by expressing conservation of charge on
the particle scale as
 · iep + isp = 0 19
where isp A/m2 is the current density per total unit area in the
solid phase and iep A/m2 is the current density per total unit
area in the solution, both on the particle scale. Equation 19 can be
integrated to give iep + isp = 0, which tells us that charge that
leaves the solution enters the solid. We know this occurs via the
electrochemical reaction given in Eq. 1, at a rate given by the trans-
fer current density per total unit area on the particle scale, inp
A/m2. Using Gauss’s divergence theorem, this allows us to writeCS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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  · iepdVep =  iep · rˆdAc
where Vep m3 is the volume of electrolyte surrounding a single
crystal, Ac m2 is the surface area of a crystal, and rˆ is a unit vector
normal to the crystal surface. Noting that
Vep = p4ro
3/1 − p 20
and setting
pinp = iep · rˆ 21
where p is the volume fraction of pore space on the particle scale,
we have
 · iep = 1 − painp 22
Here, a m−1 is the electrochemically active surface area of a single
crystal of LiFePO4. We must be careful if we derive a from a
Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller BET surface area measurement,36 as
we want the source term in Eq. 22 to be given per total unit volume,
as is the divergence of iep. If we choose to set a crystal radius in the
Crystal Scale section, then a = 3/ro; however, if we wish to derive a
crystal radius from BET measurements, then ro = 3/a and 1
− pa = abb, where ab m2/kg is the BET measurement and b
kg/m3 is the bulk density. Typical measurements3,22,37 of ab in
modern oxides are generally around 28,300–36,700 m2/kg.
We can use concentrated solution theory38 to describe the solu-
tion phase potential on the particle scale, ep V, as
ep = −
iep
effp
+
2RgT
F
1 − tLi+  ln aep 23
where effp S/m is the effective conductivity of the electrolyte on
the particle scale corrected for tortuosity and porosity39, tLi+ is the
transport number for lithium in the electrolyte assumed to be
constant40, Rg J/mol K is the universal gas constant, T K is the
temperature, F is Faraday’s constant, and aep mol/m3 is the ac-
tivity of the electrolyte on the particle scale.
The solid phase potential on the particle scale, sp V, is
given by Ohm’s law
isp = − 	sp  sp 24
where 	sp S/m is the effective solid phase conductivity
LiFePO4 on the particle scale. Noting that the surface overpoten-
tial on the particle scale, 
p V, is given by

p = sp − ep − E0 25
where E0 V is the equilibrium potential of the cathode at a well-
defined reference state, we may combine Eq. 22-24 to obtain
 · 	 	speffp
	sp + effp


p + 2RgTF 1 − tLi+  ln aep
= 1 − painp 26
The form of Eq. 26 is convenient, given the discretization scheme
FVM used in the Numerics section.
Assuming that the advective velocity contribution to the flux of
ionic species within the pores of the particle may be ignored, then
species conservation within the electrolyte phase of the particle is
given by
 pCep
 t
=  · Deffp  Cep +
1
F
1 − tLi+1 − painp
27
where Cep mol/m3 is the intrinsic electrolyte concentration on the
particle scale and D m2/s is the effective diffusion coefficienteffp
Downloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to Eof lithium again corrected for tortuosity and porosity39 in the elec-
trolyte.
A Butler–Volmer expression is used to determine the transfer
current density, inpR,t A/m2, entering each crystal on the par-
ticle scale, namely
inpR,t = i0	Csp 1,R,x,tp3 expaFRgT
p − 
1 − Csp 1,R,x,t1 − p3 

CepR,tCe0 exp− cFRgT 
p 28
where i0 A/m2 is the exchange current density, Ce
0 mol/m3 is the
initial intrinsic concentration of lithium in the electrolyte, and a
and c are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, respectively.
In Eq. 28, Csp
 1,R,x,t represents the nondimensional concentra-
tion of Li+ at the surface of each crystal Cs
1,t, as determined by
the crystal scale model in the Crystal Scale section. The function
notation is designed to reiterate the multiscale nature of the model,
as Cs
1,t must be determined at each radial position R within the
porous particle at each position x in the cathode. BCs for the particle
are given by symmetry conditions at R = 0 and continuity condi-
tions at R = Ro, namely
Cep = 0 at R = 0 29
iep = 0 at R = 0 30
Cep = Ce at R = Ro 31

p = 
 at R = Ro 32
where Ce mol/m3 and 
 V are the electrolyte concentration and
local overpotential on the cathodic scale, respectively, and are de-
fined in the Cathodic Scale section. Equation 30 infers a condition
on 
p via Eq. 22 and 26. Furthermore, initially, all particles are
assumed to be at a state of equilibrium, thus
Cep = Ce
0 at t = 0 33
where Ce
0 mol/m3 is the initial concentration of lithium in the
electrolyte.
Cathodic scale.— On the cathode scale, we consider a porous
agglomeration of particles, graphite, and binder flooded with elec-
trolyte, with planar coordinate x xi  x  xo, as shown in Fig. 1.
Conservation of volume on the cathodic scale dictates that
LiFePO4 + g + b +  = 1 34
where LiFePO4, g, b, and  are the volume fractions of porous
oxide, graphite, binder, and electrolyte, respectively, on the cathode
scales.
We assume that charge which enters the porous oxide particles
via the mass transport of species within the electrolyte phase of the
cathode must exit the particles by the graphite phase. We may inte-
grate the divergence of the total current density on the cathode scale
to obtain
ie + ig =
I
A
xˆ 35
where ie and ig A/m2 are the current densities per total unit area in
the solution and graphite on the cathode scale, respectively, I A is
the applied discharge current which we obtain from multiplying the
DR mA/g by the weight of active material, wLiFePO4 kg, A m
2
is the cross-sectional surface area of the cathode, and xˆ is a unit
vector normal to the graphite/electrolyte interface at all points.
The rate of reaction of a species on the cathode scale is charac-
terized by the “appearance” or “disappearance” of the species acrossCS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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we can integrate the flux density of this species over the surface of
each oxide particle within the cathode to obtain
 · ie =
3LiFePO4
Ro
iep · Rˆ R=Ro 36
where Rˆ is a unit vector normal to the surface of a porous particle.
We can describe the solid phase potential on the cathode scale as
ig = − 	g  g 37
where 	g S/m is the effective conductivity of the carbon network
and g V is the potential in the graphite phase. In a manner
similar to that used in the Particle Scale section, the solution phase
potential on the cathode scale, e V, is given by
e = −
ie
eff
+
2RgT
F
1 − tLi+  ln ae 38
where eff S/m is the effective conductivity of the electrolyte on
the cathode scale corrected for tortuosity and porosity39 and ae
mol/m3 is the activity of the electrolyte on the cathode scale. The
local overpotential on the cathode scale is given by

 = g − e − E0 39
and so we can combine Eq. 35, 37, and 38 to obtain
 · 	 	geff
	g + eff


 + 2RgTF 1 − tLi+  ln ae + I	gA xˆ
=
3LiFePO4
Ro
iep · Rˆ R=Ro 40
Again, Eq. 40 provides a convenient form for discretization.
We can write the intrinsic concentration of lithium in the elec-
trolyte on the cathode scale as
 Ce
 t
=  · Deff  Ce −
3LiFePO4
Ro
Deffp  Cep · Rˆ R=Ro
41
Given the assumptions outlined in the Model Development section,
the BCs for the cathodic scale are
Ce = Ce
0 at x = xi 42
ie =
I
A
xˆ at x = xi 43
Ce = 0 at x = xo 44
ie = 0 at x = xo 45
where we again note that the BCs in ie can easily be transformed
into the BCs for 
 using Eq. 36 and 40. Initially we assume that the
cathode is in a state of equilibrium, thus
Ce = Ce
0 at t = 0 46
Note that the closed-circuit potential of the cell, Ecell V, can be
approximated by
Ecell = gx=xo − ex=xi − RcI = 
x=xi + E
0
− RcI
where Rc V represents any contact resistance that may exist at the
cathode/current collector boundary. In addition, note that the con-
ductivity of the graphite phase is extremely high compared to either
the electrolyte or LiFePO4, and so the potential loss through this
phase is negligible.
Numerics.— The equations and BCs and ICs that govern the dis-
charge of our three-scale LiFePO4 cathode are listed in Table I. The
system was discretized using the FVM 34 and the solution algorithmDownloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to Ewas implemented in Matlab. Equations 26 and 40 are once dis-
cretized purely algebraic, meaning we must solve a nonlinear sys-
tem of differential-algebraic equations DAEs, generically of the
form Ft,y, y˙ = 0. Each of the routines to calculate F on each size
scale was written in a modular form. This enables us to run the code
in three different configurations, namely we can simulate the dis-
charge of a single isolated crystal, a single isolated particle com-
posed of a number of crystals, or an entire cathode composed of
many particles, which are themselves composed of many crystals.
The multiscale nature of the model means that the routine that
calculates F on the crystal scale is called over 10 million times in a
typical cathodic simulation. This provided a natural point of optimi-
zation. The crystal scale was written in C+ + and used in Matlab
through the Matlab Executable MEX interface, resulting in a 60%
reduction in total run time when compared to the purely vectorized
Matlab version.
One of the main concerns when solving this system numerically
comes from the form of Eq. 28. This equation determines the reac-
tion current and is a source term in Eq. 26. Hence, 
p and there-
fore 
 is very sensitive to change as the exponential terms in Eq. 28
behave like exp36
p. Whenever the concentration on the out-
side of a crystal approaches Cmax and the overpotential 
 increases
sharply, this forces a severe reduction in the time step; a plot of Ecell
at low DRs see Fig. 2 for example shows an almost vertical gra-
dient at the end of discharge.
This point, coupled with the need to solve a DAE system, re-
quired us to use a robust solver. We used the IDA module for DAE
systems from Sundials41 SundialsTB in Matlab to advance our
stiff, nonlinear DAE system Fy, y˙,t = 0 in time, coupled with the
globally convergent, banded, Newton solver42 in Sundials to solve
the nonlinear system. IDA provides time stepping with a backward-
Table I. Listing of the model equations for each size scale. Please
see Table II for a listing of the parameters.
Scale Variable Equation number ICs and BCs
Crystal Cs 11 12, 13, 14, 17
ri 15 16
Particle 
p 26 30, 32
Cep 27 29, 31, 33
inp 47 —
Cathode 
 40 43, 45
Ce 41 42, 44, 46
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Figure 2. Color online Discharge curves of the model solid compared to
experimental data from Srinivasan and Newman10 symbols for a range of
constant DRs.CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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the size of the time step to control error. Appropriate error control is
essential when solving this system, and indeed probably any system
that involves equations of Arrhenius form. Even small errors early in
the simulation rapidly compound to give inaccurate solutions. We
would consider this scheme to be the minimum required, in terms of
numerical sophistication, to solve the nonlinear system efficiently.
Any form of fixed-point iteration would converge far too slowly and
likely force an intolerable reduction in the size of the time step.
In terms of the equation system, several steps are necessary to
make it amenable to solving, even with an efficient solver, such as
the one outlined above. Foremost is nondimensionalization of the
crystal scale, given that many of the parameters vary by orders of
magnitude. Nondimensionalization of the other scales was not per-
formed, as the main problem on the higher scales was the exponen-
tial term in Eq. 28, which would not change if nondimensionalized.
Given this, we were careful to ensure that terms which varied by
large degrees e.g., e and 	g were balanced in the code to avoid
inadvertent scalings.
The form of Eq. 28 was also modified by absorbing the concen-
tration terms into the exponential, that is
inpr,t = i0
exp	ln
Csp 1,R,x,tp3 aFRgT
p
− exp− ln	
1 − Csp 1,R,x,t1 − p3 

CepR,tCe0 cFRgT
p 47
This reduces the size of the exponent, especially when the concen-
tration at the surface approaches Cmax. Without this modification,
Sundials often required a time step even with moderately high tol-
erances of size below machine precision.
We also must deal with the “advective” term in Eq. 11, intro-
duced by using the Landau transform. We used flux limiting43 with
a van-Leer-limiter to calculate this term.
On the crystal scale, the boundary condition at s = 0 changes to
a no-flux condition when ri = 0. This introduces a discontinuity in
the problem. IDA can implicitly handle small discontinuities in a
system; however, unfortunately in our case the discontinuity is not
small and causes convergence issues when running particle scale
simulations. Helpfully, IDA provides a root-finding feature that we
use to stop the solver when ri = 0 in any crystal. When this occurs
the solver is reset, as the time-stepping method BDF depends on
previous time steps, which are invalid once the BC changes. This
also means we do not need to define when the moving boundary
comes “close enough” to the crystal center as the solver detects to
near machine precision when this occurs.
On the particle scale, a significant source of nonconservation
comes from evaluating the iep R=Ro and Deffp  Cep R=Ro
terms in Eq. 40 and 41, respectively. To calculate iep at R = Ro, we
require the gradient in 
p at R = Ro similarly for Ce. If care is
not taken with this term, the cathode scale does not conserve charge
by up to 10–20%, which is considerable. We use a backward differ-
ence to approximate this gradient while increasing the number of
nodes and using a nonlinear grid with refinement at R = Ro to help
keep this approximation accurate. The results from this investigation
showed that the utilization and overpotential were not affected by
increasing the number of nodes on the particle scale, even when the
distance between nodes was smaller than the crystal diameter.
We found that using 19 nodes on the crystal scale, 15 on the
particle, and 10 on the cathode, balanced the run time several
hours with the increased accuracy and conservation obtained. Even
with this level of refinement, at the end of a simulation there is still
a conservation difference of 1–2%. This is still nontrivial, but any
increase in grid resolution increased the run time considerably.
Again a move to a more sophisticated solution technique eitherDownloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to Ethrough a more advanced time-stepping method or spatial discreti-
zation would decrease the severity of this problem. Note that this
problem would be exacerbated if a nonconservative discretization
scheme such as finite differences were used instead of finite vol-
umes.
Results and Discussion
Model validation.— Before exploring some of the results from
the model, we first validate the output against the experimental re-
sults given by Srinivasan and Newman.10 Figure 2 shows that our
model compares well with their experimental data across a range of
DRs. The majority of the parameters used to generate Fig. 2 were
taken from Srinivasan and Newman10 see Tables II and III. Only
three parameters were adjusted to generate the fit shown in Fig. 2.
The value of the exchange current density i0 that Srinivasan and
Newman10 used to fit their model is 3.14  10−6 A/m2. Using a
value of 5.4  10−5 A/m2 gave the best fit for our model. Like
Srinivasan and Newman,10 we found it necessary to introduce a
contact resistance, Rc V, to account for the large decrease in cell
potential at higher DRs this is not often seen in experiments; see the
discharge curves of Myung et al.,24 Choi and Kumta,22 and Chung et
al.3 for example. Our value of 3.6  10−3 /m2 does not differ
greatly from that of Srinivasan and Newman10 6.5  10−3 /m2.
The final parameter adjusted was the particle radius Ro. An ag-
glomerate radius of 500 nm provided the best fit to the data. The size
and existence of agglomerates is determined by synthesis methods,
and we have no way of knowing if the Srinivasan and Newman10
material contains agglomerates. There is a large size range in which
agglomerates can form, from as small as several crystals24 to large
clusters, of radius between 500 nm 23 and several micrometers.25,29
For the crystal radius, we used that determined by Srinivasan and
Newman10 ro = 52 nm.
To generate a better fit in Fig. 2, we could have taken the ap-
proach of Kasavajjula et al.,13 who modified some of the phase
Table II. Parameter values used in the model.
Parameter Value Units Reference
A 1  10−4 m2 10
Ce
0 1  103 mol/m3 10
Cmax 20,950 mol/m3 10
DLi 8  10−18 m2/s 10
F 96,487 C/mol 10
i0 5.4  10−5 A/m2 a
Msolv 0.11813 in DEC kg/mol 50
Ro 5  10−7 m a
Rc 3.58  10−3  a
Rg 8.314472 J/mol K 20
ro 52  10−9 m 10
xi 0 m —
xo 6.25  10−5 m 10
tLi+ 0.38 — 40
T 298.15 K 20
V¯ Li+ −9  10−6 in PC m3/mol 51
V¯ PF6− 72  10
−6 in PC m3/mol 51
V¯ solv 87  10−6 in EC:EMC m3/mol 52
wLiFePO4 7.6  10
−6 kg 10
a,c 0.5 — 20
 0.13643 — Derived from Ref. 10
g + b 0.4093 — Derived from Ref. 10
LiFePO4 0.45426 — Derived from Ref. 10
p 0.25 — 10
 3600 kg/m3 10
	g 7  108 S/m 20
	sp 1  10−7 S/m 3
a Fit to experimental curves in Fig. 2.CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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and Newman10 shrinking-core model. These authors show that the
addition and tuning of several extra parameters can change the
shape of the simulated discharge curves considerably. This approach
was not taken here, as the fit given in Fig. 2 is sufficient, especially
given we believe an alternative to the shrinking-core approach is
required in future crystal scale modeling of LiFePO4 rather than
further modification of the shrinking-core mechanism.
The multiscale nature of our model requires some idea of the
porosity on both the particle and cathode scale. Srinivasan and
Newman10 estimate a porosity of 0.25 and the total volume fraction
of LiFePO4 to be 0.3407. Accordingly, we set p = 0.25 and then
use this coupled with the volume fraction of LiFePO4 to obtain
LiFePO4  0.45 and   0.14 where LiFePO4 and  are cathodic
scale volume fractions, which do not include the particle scale po-
rosities. With these values, Eq. 34 allows us to calculate that b
+ g  0.4. There is no need to determine the individual volume
fractions as b and g never appear explicitly in the model Srini-
vasan and Newman10 state that their electrode contains 8% carbon
and 10% binder by weight.
Thus far we have not specified the value of Cmax and therefore
Ceq and C0 on the crystal scale. Srinivasan and Newman10 calculate
Cmax based on their experimentally observed at very low DRs
maximum oxide capacity Qmax = 156 mAh/g and the density of
LiFePO4  = 3.6 g/cm3. Note that this value of Qmax is lower than
the theoretical capacity of LiFePO4, which is 170 mAh/g. In more
recent literature, there has been great success in extracting very
close to this theoretical capacity from the cells. To validate our
model against the Srinivasan and Newman10 experimental data, we
have taken Qmax = 156 mAh/g as this is consistent with that re-
ported by Srinivasan and Newman10 for their oxide. This leads to
concentration values of Cmax = 20,950, Ceq = 19,954.875, and C0
= 419 mol/m3. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity in the pre-
sentation of the model parameters, we have chosen to maintain this
value of Qmax and hence Cmax, Ceq, and C0 for the results presented
in the Results and Discussion section. The choice of Qmax has no
effect on the utilization trends observed in this section; however,
note that to replicate the experimental discharge of the more recent
literature using our model, we always take Qmax = 170 mAh/g i.e.,
Cmax = 22,834 mol/m3.
Particle scale.— Given the validation of our model in the previ-
ous section, we now consider the discharge of a single porous
LiFePO4 particle in a container of excess, well-stirred electrolyte.
We use the model in this manner in an effort to identify and inves-
tigate the key parameters that determine active material utilization
on the porous particle scale. To discharge a single particle, we must
Table III. Equations for parameter values used in the model. If n
appropriate particle scale variables (e.g., ae„p… = e„p…m„p…±„p…, where
Parameter Value
a 3/ro
ae em
Ceq 0.9525Cmax
C0 0.02Cmax
Csolv 1 − CeV¯ Li+ + V¯ PF6−
De 5.34  10−10 exp−0.65
Deff De/
I DR  wLiFePO
m Ce/CsolvMsolv
ri
0 0.99ro
 exp−1.0378m/1 + 3m
e 0.0911 + 1.91011  10−3Ce − 1.0521 
eff e/
e 0.1428Ce + 13
 1.83−0.53Downloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to Emodify the BCs on the particle scale in a manner similar to Farrell
and Please44. For the electrolyte, we set Cep R=Ro = Ce
0
, and for
the overpotential, we set a galvanostatic condition at the outer
boundary of the particle, namely, iep R=Ro = I/4Ro
2
. The weight of
active material is much smaller when discharging a single particle,
so in the following section, wLiFePO4, and hence the applied current I,
take different values from that used to generate Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the utilization of a single particle as the particle
radius is increased for different DRs. Figure 3a and b shows the
effect of modifying the diffusion coefficient DLi and the electronic
conductivity 	sp of LiFePO4, respectively. This is in an attempt
to quantitatively determine the degree to which porous agglomerates
of LiFePO4 crystals are electronically and ionically limited. We
chose to vary the diffusivity to investigate ionic conductivity limi-
tations while keeping the crystal size ro = 52 nm fixed. Similar
trends would have been observed if we had kept DLi fixed and
varied ro. Figure 3a and b shows that as the size of the particle
increases, the utilization decreases.
Furthermore, at low DRs 20 mA/g, Fig. 3a shows that the trans-
port of lithium on the crystal scale does not limit the particle dis-
charge, as the utilization increases only slightly as DLi increases by
an order of magnitude, from 8  10−18 to 8  10−17 m2/s. The
drop in utilization as DLi decreases to 8  10−19 m2/s is more sig-
nificant with smaller particles Ro  2.5 m but is less so as Ro
increases. At a higher DR of 200 mA/g, for small particles, the effect
of decreasing the diffusivity is much more evident, with utilization
peaking at around 30% for small particles compared to 80% for the
same particle when DLi is increased by 1 order of magnitude.
Smaller crystals would be required to tolerate higher DRs, especially
if the porous agglomerate of crystals is large Ro  2.5 m. For a
high DR, note that increasing DLi above 1  10−18 m2/s, however,
does not increase the utilization beyond 80% for small particles.
This shows that the particle discharge is not ionically limited. In-
creasing the DR would of course create a more obvious difference
between the solid and dashed lines.
Figure 3b shows the result of modifying the electrical conductiv-
ity of LiFePO4 	sp, where the solid lines are the same as in Fig.
3a. We observe that for a DR of 20 mA/g, if we increase 	sp by
only 1 order of magnitude, we increase the particle utilization to
almost 100% even as the agglomerate becomes large. This shows
that particles, especially as they grow in size, are electronically lim-
ited. Even at a higher DR 200 mA/g, the utilization shows a
marked increase across the range of particle sizes with the conduc-
tivity at 	sp = 1  10−6 S/m. Decreasing the conductivity de-
creases the utilization considerably, a trend that is exacerbated at
plicitly listed, particle scale parameters use the same values, with
xample, e„p… = 0.1428Ce„p… + 1321).
Units Reference
m−1 20
mol/m3 20
mol/m3 10
mol/m3 10
lv mol/m3 —
0−3Ce; m2/s 10
m2/s 39
A —
mol/kg 40
— —
.2796m — 40
e2 + 0.15541  10−3Ce3 S/m 10
S/m 39
kg/m3 40
— 39ot ex
, for e
/V¯ so
1  1
4

 + 3
10−3C
21CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
A837Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 157 7 A830-A840 2010higher DRs. It also increases the rate at which the utilization drops
off as the agglomerate particle size grows; for example, for the 20
mA/g DR, when 	sp = 1  10−6 S/m, the utilization for a small
particle 0.78 m is still 88%; however, approximately dou-
bling the particle size 1.82 m halves the utilization to only 43%.
These results clearly show why reducing the size of the crystals
and preventing agglomeration have been successful in increasing the
performance of LiFePO4 cells; the small diffusion coefficient of Li+
limits ionic transport, forcing the use of nanometer-sized crystals,
whereas the small electronic conductivity limits electronic transport
and requires the reduction or elimination of agglomerated par-
ticles. In this sense, the diffusion coefficient controls the acceptable
size of individual LiFePO4 crystals and the electronic conductivity
determines the size of agglomerates.
In their work, Gaberscek45 explores electronic limitations of par-
ticles by providing an equation that gives a rough criterion on the
maximum size of an agglomerate such that there are no “significant
problems due to electronic conduction.”45 Assuming that the ratio of
electronic to ionic conductivities is 50 and neglecting the density
differences between a single crystal and agglomerates, the author
gives an estimate of D  7d, where D is the diameter of an accept-
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Figure 3. Color online Particle scale utilization vs agglomerate size for
different DRs: : DR = 20 mA/g and : DR = 200 mA/g. a Effect of
changing DLi. Dotted lines: 8  10−19 m2/s, solid lines: 8  10−18 m2/s,
and dashed lines: 8  10−17 m2/s. b Effect of changing 	sp. Dotted lines:
1  10−8 S/m, solid lines: 1  10−7 S/m, and dashed lines: 1
 10−6 S/m.Downloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to Eable particle, and d is the diameter of the crystals that agglomerate
to make this particle. For low DRs, this matches quite well with the
results shown in Fig. 3b.
In some cases,46 the ratio of electronic to ionic conductivity has
been reported closer to 1  104. In this case, given that the ratio of
crystal to particle densities is approximately 1.17 calculated using
the porosity and density given in Tables II and III; the ratio is cer-
tainly 1, then we obtain D  143d. Such a particle judging by
the results shown in Fig. 3b would almost certainly be electroni-
cally limited. The equation given by Gaberscek45 is qualitatively
sensible as there is a definite limit to the size of an agglomerate,
given the difference between ionic and electronic conductivities.
However, this formula does not consider that the crystals in a par-
ticle could become ionically limited, when given the results above
they can, even when the electronic conductivity is much greater than
the ionic.
For example, Fig. 3a shows that for small agglomerates
0.78 m discharged at 200 mA/g, a diffusivity of DLi = 8
 10−19 m2/s adversely affects utilization. A similar result could
have been obtained by fixing DLi at 8  10−18 m2/s and increasing
ro from 52 to 165 nm. This implies that if small agglomerates
0.78 m were formed from crystals with ro = 165 nm, this par-
ticle would be ionically limited. It is in this sense that we note the
formula given by Gaberscek45 is only applicable when the crystals
in an agglomerate are small enough to never be ionically limited at
any DR.
Ideally, the crystal size should be made as small as possible so
that the only possible limitations are electronic in nature. This rec-
ommendation, however, neglects the effect of size-dependent crystal
effects such as the size of the miscibility gap47 or grain boundary
diffusion, which are not considered in this work.
Once the crystal size has been made small enough to prevent
ionic limitations, the agglomerate size then depends on two factors;
first, the electronic conductivity and second, the DR. As the DR is
increased, the agglomerate must either be made smaller or the elec-
tronic conductivity of the LiFePO4 material must be increased. The
highest DR in Fig. 3b is 200 mA/g. This corresponds to 1.17C,
which in reality is quite low. Given realistic rates and the contro-
versy over the ability to increase 	sp, it is easy to see why the
literature has moved to surrounding small crystals entirely in car-
bon.
The results presented above, however, do suggest that agglomer-
ates can be tolerated under certain regimes. Given the size of the
crystals used 52 nm, small particles are typically not ionically
limited. At low DRs, agglomerates of up to 15 crystals in radius are
fully utilized without any increase in electronic conductivity. This
has implications for LiFePO4 synthesis methods and carbon content,
namely that if the expected DR of a cell is low, less effort could be
placed in reducing agglomerate formation during the synthesis
phase.
The model presented above does not have the ability to simulate
different carbon coating scenarios such as “point-contact,” like those
shown in the work of Gaberscek et al.,4 although given that we can
show that even relatively small agglomerates are electronically lim-
ited at 200 mA/g, it seems reasonable to assume that anything less
than full electronic coating of crystals would not be sufficient to
assure sufficient electronic transport.
In addition, there is some question as to the validity in varying
the transport parameters for electrons and lithium ions indepen-
dently of each other because, in many semiconductors, there is an
ambipolar coupling between these charges. However, the values of
DLi and 	sp used in this work are consistent with the experimental
literature and, as such, any charge coupling in the oxide may already
be accounted for in these values. In any event, it is planned that the
question of ambipolar effects in LiFePO4 and their impact on crystal
scale intercalation modeling will be considered by the authors in
future work.CS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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vidual LiFePO4 particles are electronically connected to the current
collector by a continuous graphite phase means that we consider
only ionic limitations in the electrolyte on this scale and the effect
that these have on cathodic discharge capacity. We could consider
the effect of cathodic scale parameters such as porosity and global
carbon content; however, these are explored by Srinivasan and
Newman,10,48 and the optimized cathodic designs outlined by these
authors would be similar to those produced by our work. Johns et
al.49 recently showed that the electrolyte can limit utilization at high
DRs in LiFePO4 cells. Transport in the liquid phase must be suffi-
cient to supply the active material with Li+ ions. The form of the
function used to determine the electronic conductivity of the elec-
trolyte e see Table III means that as the Li+ concentration ap-
proaches zero the conductivity drops, significantly hampering dis-
charge.
Figure 4 shows the effect of increasing the thickness of the cath-
ode again, wLiFePO4 and I differ from the values listed in Table II,
given the DRs used in Fig. 2. Figure 4a shows the concentration of
electrolyte at the cathode/current collector interface x = xo at the
end of discharge, whereas Fig. 4b shows the corresponding active
material utilization. We can see in Fig. 4a that at low DRs, the
concentration of electrolyte is still high at x = xo, even as the elec-
trode thickness is increased. As the DR increases, we can see that
the concentration at x = x decreases due to transport limitations,
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Figure 4. Color online Effect of changing the cathode thickness for differ-
ent DRs. : 34 mA/g, : 85 mA/g, : 171 mA/g, : 342 mA/g, : 500
mA/g, and : 855 mA/g. a Effect on Ce mol/m3 at x = xo at the end of
discharge. b Effect on cathode scale utilization.o
Downloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to Eand the cathode must be made thinner to ensure that there is suffi-
cient Li+ remaining in the electrolyte to facilitate discharge. How-
ever, at a cathode thickness of 60 m when the DR is 855 mA/g,
we observe a minimum in the concentration curve, so that as the
electrode thickness increases beyond 60 m the concentration at
x = xo increases. The reason for this behavior is that at this high rate,
the electronic and ionic limitations on the particle scale as dis-
cussed in the Particle Scale section become more important than the
transport limitations in the electrolyte on the cathode scale and cause
the potential to drop below the voltage cutoff before the lithium
concentration in the electrolyte can reach zero.
In Fig. 4b, we can clearly see the utilization decrease as the
thickness increases across all DRs. The sharp decease in utilization
for the DRs of 342 and 500 mA/g is particularly notable and is
caused by the drop in e when Ce  200 mol/m3. For these two
cases, the Li+ deficiency in the electrolyte causes the discharge to
end. The drop in utilization is far less pronounced with the 855
mA/g rate for a cathode thickness above 50 m as discharge ends
due to particle scale limitations as discussed above before the re-
maining Li+ in the electrolyte can be depleted.
These results show that the electrolyte can become important at
higher DRs, with a cathode thicker than 50 m. Indeed, if the
recommendations given in the Particle Scale section for high DRs
were implemented namely small crystals either embedded within
small agglomerates or entirely surrounded with graphite, as they are
in more modern oxides, the electrolyte would become the primary
factor in determining the end of discharge. This notion is tested in
Fig. 5, where particle scale parameters have been modified to in-
crease material utilization. In Fig. 5a and b, we consider a DR of
855 mA/g. The corresponding 855 mA/g curve from Fig. 4a and b
has been reproduced in Fig. 5a and b, respectively, as a “base case”
discharge scenario and to provide easy comparisons for the effect
that changing particle and crystal parameters in a cumulative man-
ner has on this base case.
In Fig. 5a, all the curves show that the electrolyte concentration
at x = xo approaches zero when the cathode thickness is 50 to
70 m. Beyond this range, the electrolyte concentration increases.
Following on from our observation from the Particle Scale section,
the radius of the crystals ro was halved to 26 nm and then the
electronic conductivity of the oxide 	sp was increased by an
order of magnitude to 1  10−6 S/m from the base case scenario.
Figure 5b shows that these two modifications result in utilization
that increases to almost 90% for cathodes 40 m.
This scenario is representative of modern oxides, where small
crystals or small agglomerates of crystals are encased in carbon. In
this case, as the cathode thickness increases there is still a large
drop-off in utilization corresponding to Ce → 0 in Fig. 5a. The elec-
trolyte concentration remains low compared to the base case as the
thickness increases. In this case, the particle scale electronic and
ionic limitations that lead to the end of discharge in the base case
have been reduced and the electrolyte is the only factor constraining
discharge.
We now consider what happens if we increase the concentration
of the electrolyte to 2 M while maintaining the previous ro and 	sp
modifications to the base case. From Fig. 5b, we observe that for
thin cathodes 40 m, this makes little difference to the utiliza-
tion. However, at cathode thicknesses above 40 m, the utilization
of active material increases by 10 to 15% in relation to the 
curve, even at a thickness of 100 m. Finally, the particle size was
decreased to 250 nm while maintaining all the previous modifica-
tions to the base case. This is largely superfluous as the electronic
limitations of the particle have already been removed by previously
increasing 	sp. This is evident in Fig. 5b as the utilization barely
increases compared to the + curve.
The above results above clearly infer that for modern oxides, in
which considerable efforts have been made to decrease crystal size
and reduce the formation of agglomerates of crystals, the transport
of LiPF electrolytes does limit the discharge of LiFePO cathodes.6 4
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the above case and higher DRs 5C in the above case. This quali-
tatively matches with the work of Johns et al.,49 who in experiments
utilized 50% of the active material in a LiFePO4 cell while dis-
charging at 10C in 1 M LiPF6. After changing the electrolyte to an
aqueous electrolyte with 1 M Li2SO4, which has a diffusion coeffi-
cient 2 orders of magnitude higher than a nonaqueous LiPF6 elec-
trolyte and a slightly higher tLi+ value, the utilization was still
25% at the greatly increased rate of 900C.
Conclusions
The multiscale model presented above compares well to the ex-
perimental data of Srinivasan and Newman10 across a range of DRs.
The results from the particle scale show why minimizing the forma-
tion of agglomerates and shrinking the size of individual crystals is
so successful at increasing the performance of a LiFePO4 cell. We
note that the particle scale configuration in a battery should be di-
rectly tailored to the application; low drain applications 1C can
tolerate moderately sized crystals 50 nm radius agglomerated into
secondary particles 500 nm radius, whereas a higher DR requires
smaller crystals 20 nm radius either directly coated in carbon so
no agglomerates form or present in small agglomerates but with
increased electronic conductivity even an improvement of 1 order
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Figure 5. Color online Effect of changing parameters with DR
= 855 mA/g. Each curve includes the change from the previous curve.
: base case from Fig. 4a and b, : ro = 26 nm,  : 	sp = 1
 10−6 S/m, +: Ce0 = 2 M, and : Ro = 250 nm. a Effect on Ce
mol/m3 at x = xo at the end of discharge. b Effect on cathode scale
utilization.Downloaded 25 May 2010 to 131.181.251.67. Redistribution subject to Eof magnitude increases performance considerably. In the low drain
case, the benefit of such targeting would center around increased
energy density as crystal sizing and agglomerates are often con-
trolled by increasing carbon content and, without the need for fine-
grain morphology control, reduced costs.
Many of these recommendations have already been implemented
in modern oxides and, in these cases, with higher DRs, the transport
of Li+ ions in the electrolyte becomes important. Doubling the con-
centration of Li+ in the electrolyte can increase capacity by up to
15%, though effort should be placed in seeking an electrolyte with
better transport parameters e.g., aqueous Li2SO4. The suitability of
an electrolyte for use in a Li-ion cell is naturally dependent on other
factors such as commercial safety, though the results presented here
suggest that the ionic diffusivity in a LiPF6 electrolyte can limit the
discharge of a modern LiFePO4 cell.
Queensland University of Technology assisted in meeting the publication
costs of this article.
List of Symbols
a electrochemically active surface area per unit volume on the crys-
tal scale, m−1
ab BET surface area measurement, m2/kg
ae activity of LiPF6 electrolyte, mol/m3
A cross-sectional area of cathode, m2
Ac surface area of a crystal, m2
C0 concentration of lithium in LiyFePO4, mol/m3
Ce intrinsic electrolyte concentration on the cathode scale, mol/m3
Ceq concentration of lithium in Li1−xFePO4 per unit volume, mol/m3
Cmax concentration of lithium in LiFePO4 per unit volume, mol/m3
Cs concentration of lithium in the shell of a crystal, mol/m3
Csolv concentration of the solvent in the electrolyte per unit volume,
mol/m3
De binary diffusion coefficient of Li+ in the electrolyte, m2/s
Deff effective diffusion coefficient of Li+ in the electrolyte, m2/s
DLi diffusion coefficient of Li+ in Li1−xFePO4, m2/s
E0 equilibrium potential of the cathode at a well-defined reference
state, V
F Faraday’s constant, C/mol
i0 exchange current density, A/m2
ie current density in the solution phase per total unit area, A/m2
ig current density in the graphite phase per total unit area, A/m2
inp transfer current density, A/m2
isp current density in the solid phase LiFePO4 on the particle scale
per total unit area, A/m2
I total applied discharge current, A
m molality of Li+ in the electrolyte, mol/kg
Msolv molecular weight of LiPF6, kg/mol
p1 − p5 parameters on the crystal scale
r radial coordinate on the crystal scale, m
rˆ unit vector normal to the crystal surface
ro crystal radius, m
R radial coordinate on the particle scale, m
Rˆ unit vector normal to the surface of a porous particle
Rc contact resistance, V
Rg universal gas constant, J/mol K
Ro particle radius, m
s nondimensional, spatial coordinate on the crystal scale
t time, s
x planar coordinate on the cathode scale, m
xˆ unit vector normal to the graphite/electrolyte interface at all
points
xi inner cathode boundary, m
xo outer cathode boundary, m
tLi+ transport number of Li+ in the electrolyte
T temperature, K
Vep volume of electrolyte surrounding a single crystal, m3
V¯ Li+ partial molar volume of Li+ in the electrolyte, m3/mol
V¯ PF6− partial molar volume of PF6
− in the electrolyte, m3/mol
V¯ solv partial molar volume of the solvent in the electrolyte, m3/mol
wLiFePO4 weight of active material, kg
Greek
a anodic transfer coefficient
 cathodic transfer coefficientc
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 volume fraction of void space between pores on the cathode scale
b volume fraction of binder on the cathode scale
g volume fraction of graphite on the cathode scale
LiFePO4 volume fraction of porous oxide on the cathode scale
p volume fraction of void space between pores on the particle scale

 overpotential on the cathode scale, V
e solution phase ionic conductivity, S/m
eff effective solution phase ionic conductivity, S/m
 density of LiFePO4, kg/m3
b bulk density of a porous particle, kg/m3
e density of LiPF6 electrolyte, kg/m3
	g effective electronic conductivity of the graphite phase, S/m
	sp effective electronic conductivity of LiFePO4 on the particle scale,
S/m
 tortuosity
e solution phase potential, V
g graphite phase potential on the cathode scale, V
sp solid phase LiFePO4 potential on the particle scale, V
Subscripts
0 initial state
b binder phase
e electrolyte phase
eff effective parameter corrected for tortuosity and porosity
g graphite phase
LiFePO4 porous oxide phase on the cathode scale
solv electrolyte solvent
s solid phase
p particle scale
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